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GIVE SOMETHING BACK TO SWANWICK 

If you love Swanwick there are many ways you can give something back. 
Full details are on the ‘Support Us’ page on the Swanwick website but 
here is a summary: 

VOLUNTEER 

COURSE LEADER 

If you have the skills to lead a course then please apply. We pay for two 
and four-part courses. Go to ‘Support Us>Pitch a Course.’ online. 

STAND FOR COMMITTEE 

We need committee members with many different skills and experiences 
to keep Swanwick dynamic and successful. For more details, please see 
the notices in the Information Room or speak to a committee member. 

AMBASSADORS & HELPERS 

Every year we need a wide range of willing helpers. If talking to people 
appeals to you, please indicate your choice of job on your Feedback 
form. 

DONATE 

FRIENDS OF SWANWICK 

Support the TopWrite for young writers and Assisted Places Schemes 

by becoming a Friend of Swanwick to help fund these places. 

GIVE AS YOU LIVE/EASYFUNDRAISING 

Shop online with your favourite stores and they’ll donate to Swanwick - 
all without charging you a penny more. 

LEGACIES 

By leaving a gift in your will or donating in memory of a loved Swanwick 
friend, you can help the School continue to support writers. 

PUBLICISE 

FACEBOOK, TWITTER & LINKEDIN 

Sharing information on social media helps reach a wider audience. 

FLYERS 

Download from the website and share with friends or your writing group. 

WORD OF MOUTH 

A recommendation from you is the best form of advertising there is! 

https://www.swanwickwritersschool.org.uk/support-us.html 

https://www.swanwickwritersschool.org.uk/support-us.html
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WELCOME TO SWANWICK 2018 

 

‘To provide a meeting place for writers where, amidst congenial 

surroundings, they may give and receive help and encouragement in the 

art of writing,’ was how Cecil Hunt defined the purpose of the first 

Summer School back in 1949. 

Those words are as true today as they were back then, as meeting up 

with other writers, exchanging ideas and building friendships are all part 

of the fun of a Swanwick week. 

If you are coming for the first time, you join us in a milestone year. As 

befits the occasion, we will pay tribute to the School’s history, as we take 

a look back at Seventy Years of Swanwick. But we also move forward 

with some new features such as Swanwick on Screen and a more 

focused approached to Crime Writing. Our speakers, Sue Moorcroft, 

Amit Dhand, Simon Nelson and Sophie Snell, cover a range of 

genres, and for the second year running, Simon Hall will host a chat 

show that this year will include Jonathan Telfer, the editor of Writing 

Magazine. 

As usual we have the opportunity for you to get involved in the Open 

Mic events, Page to Stage, and take part in the entertainment, including 

the Quizzes, the 40’s Themed Fancy Dress Disco, and something new 

for this year - the Tea Dance! And if that’s all too much you can slow 

things down with our Unwind Your Mind sessions. 

It’s been a privilege to lead Swanwick into its seventieth year and I’m 

looking forward to seeing you all for another fantastic week. I can think 

of no better way to sign off than a quote from one of our feedback forms 

which simply said: ‘Swanwick is too good to miss.’ 

It really is! 

 

Phil Collins 

Chairman 
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YOUR 6-DAY PROGRAMME GUIDE 

For Site Plan and Key to Venues see p.20 
At a Glance Timetable see pp.24-25 

SATURDAY 

The Writers’ Summer School, officially begins at 15:30 on Saturday 

11th August with Registration and afternoon tea at 16:30. 

From 15:30 WELCOME TO SWANWICK 
 

 Room registration and key allocation: Please go to 
the reception desk in your chosen accommodation 
area, e.g. Main House, Lakeside or Lakeside Plus 
(formerly Alan Booth Centre). You will receive your 
room key and identification badge. Please wear your 
badge at all times. There is ample car parking for the 
Main House (facing you as you enter the complex) and 
for Lakeside/Lakeside Plus (clearly signposted to the 
right). 

 
 Conference Office: We’re here to help if you have 
any queries. Our office is accessed from the Main 
Lounge, but if you have any difficulty finding us, just 
ask a committee member or ambassador. Daily 
opening times are indicated on the door. 

   (See Site Plan p.20) 

15:30-17:00 REGISTRATION OF BOOKS - AUTHORS ONLY 

If you have brought books for sale, take them along to 
the Book Room (access through the Vinery) and check 
them in. Our Book Room Assistants will be available to 
help you. 

16:30 Tea  

17:15 CHAIRMAN’S WELCOME 

Information on the week ahead 
and competition prizegiving. 

Phil Collins MCH 
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EVENING PROGRAMME 

  Venue 

18:00-00:00 Bar Open  

18:00-18:30 FIRST YEARS’ TOUR & RECEPTION ML 

 A special welcome to ‘White Badgers’ from 
Committee and Tutors. 

 

18:30-19:45 Dinner   

20:15 Guest Speaker - SUE MOORCROFT      (p. 37) 
The Right Road (with a Few Wrong Turns) 

MCH 

21:45-22:45 ICE-BREAKER 
‘Private Peaceful’          (p. 40) 

Julia Pattison MCH 

 Join Julia for an evening of collaborative  creativity 
based on Michael Morpurgo’s award-winning 
novel. No previous drama experience required. 

 

21:45-22:45 WHAT ARE YOU WRITING 

NOW?                             (p. 40) 

Kate McCormick TR 

 Novel or short story, history or autobiography, 
come and share what you are working on with 
friends and fellow writers. 

 

23:50 LAST ORDERS AT THE BAR  

Listening Ear 

During each morning coffee break someone will be 

available in the Main Lounge if you feel the need to ask 

questions, make suggestions or have a private chat. 
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SUNDAY 
Venue 

MORNING PROGRAMME 

8:00 Meditation by the Lake (p. 43) 

(in Tissington Room if raining) 

Katherine Bolton  

 Lift Up Your Pens          (p.43) Richard Hewitt DER 

8:00-9:00 Breakfast   

9:30-10:30 SPECIALIST COURSES       

(1 of 4) 

Making Crime Pay 

A-Z of Novel Writing 

Scribe a Short Story 

Write Your Life 

Elements of Poetry 

(pp.26-28) 

 

Kate Bendelow & 
Graham Bartlett 

Simon Hall 

Della Galton 

Paul Dodgson 

Alison Chisholm 

 

 

DS 

MCH 

BLY1 

BLY2 

TR 

10:30-11:00 BOOK ROOM OPEN  BR 

10:40-11:10 Coffee   

11:15-12:15 SHORT COURSES (1 of 2) 

Swanwick on Screen 

Secrets of Sitcom 

The Music of Poetry 

Writing for Competitions 

(pp.28-29) 

Fiona Samuel 

Daniel Page 

Andy Croft 

Ingrid Jendrzejewski 

 

MCH 

BLY1 

BLY2 

TR 

12:20 SUNDAY SERVICE     (p. 43) Elizabeth Hopkinson C 

AFTERNOON PROGRAMME 

12:30-14:00 Bar Open   

12:20-12:50 BOOK ROOM OPEN  BR 

12:30-13:45 Lunch   
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14:15-15:15 SHORT COURSES (2 of 2) As 11:15-12:15  

15:15-15:45 Tea   

15:15-15:45 ML FACEBOOK, TWITTER & LINKEDIN GATHERING 

Meet the people you’ve connected with through our 

social media links. 

16:00-17:00 ONE HOUR SESSIONS 

Page to Stage Briefing 

Swanwick Standard 

Prize Winning Readings 

                    (pp. 33) 

Jonathan Higgs 

Simon Hall 

Ingrid Jendrzejewski 

 

MCH 

BLY1 

BLY2 

17:15-18:00 UNWIND YOUR MIND 

(p.43) 

Zana Lamont C 

EVENING PROGRAMME 

17.30-00:00 Bar open   

18:00-18:30 BOOK ROOM OPEN  BR 

18:30-19:45 Dinner   

20:15 Guest Speaker - AMIT DHAND                      (p.37) 

‘The Harry Virdee Novels’ 

MCH 

21:45-22:45 POETRY OPEN MIC  (p. 40) Les Baynton MCH 

 Join Les for an evening of impromptu recitations! 

Share your work or come along and listen. 

 

 LITERARY QUIZ        (p. 40) Joy Bounds & Jane 

Wiltshire 

BLY1 

 Get the grey cells going with this fun quiz. 

Contemporary or classic, humour or horror, the 

emphasis is on FUN! Teams of four to six, prizes for 

the winning team 

 

23:50 LAST ORDERS AT THE BAR  
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MONDAY 
Venue 

MORNING PROGRAMME 

8:00 Meditation by the Lake Katherine Bolton  

 Lift Up Your Hearts            (p.43) Dennis Bryant C 

 Lift Up Your Pens Julia Pattison DER 

8:00-9:00 Breakfast   

9:30-10:30 SPECIALIST COURSES 

(2 of 4) 

(see Sunday p. 8)  

10:30-11:00 BOOK ROOM OPEN  BR 

10:40-11:10 Coffee   

11:15-12:15 SHORT COURSES 

(1 of 2) 

Writing as a Business Part 1 

Writing for Children 

Publishing 

Creating Characters 

(see pp.29-30) 

 

Kate McCormick 

Benjamin Scott 

Rosemary Kind 

Veronica Bright 

 

 

MCH 

BLY1 

BLY2 

TR 

AFTERNOON PROGRAMME 

12:30-14:00 Bar Open   

12:20-12:50 BOOK ROOM OPEN  BR 

12:30-13:45 Lunch   

12:30-13:00 AMBASSADORS & VOLUNTEERS’ RECEPTION 

A thank you to all the volunteers who help the 

committee make this week run smoothly (or as 

smoothly as possible!) 

ML 
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14:15-15:15 SHORT COURSES (2 of 2)  As 11:15-12:15 

15:15-15:45 Tea  

16:00-17:00 SWANWICK AT SEVENTY (p. 41) MCH Roy Devereux 

 Roy Devereux and friends draw on a sackful of 

memories, pictures and sounds to recall the 

highlights of 70 years of the Writers’ Summer 

School. 

 

17:15-18:00 UNWIND YOUR MIND Zana Lamont C 

EVENING PROGRAMME 

17:30-00:00 Bar open   

18:00-18:30 BOOK ROOM OPEN  BR 

18:30-19:45 Dinner   

20:15 IN CONVERSATION WITH…                       (p.38) 

Kate Bendelow, Della Galton and Jonathan Telfer 

join Simon Hall for anecdotes, insights, and 

(almost) endless amusement. 

MCH 

21:45-22:45 PROSE OPEN MIC           (p. 41) Jennifer Wilson MCH 

  Share your short piece of work (300 words/5 mins 

max.) or sit back, relax and enjoy this informal 

session. 

22:00 1940s THEMED FANCY DRESS DISCO     (p. 41) VIN 

 Who will you be? Choose a costume from The 
1940s and dance to favourite songs, old and new. 
Prizes will be awarded. 

(Dressing up is optional so if costumes are not for 
you, come along and dance anyway!) 

 

23:50 LAST ORDERS AT THE BAR  
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TUESDAY 
Venue 

MORNING PROGRAMME 

8:00 Meditation by the Lake Katherine Bolton  

 Lift Up Your Hearts Fiona McFadzean C 

 Lift Up Your Pens Karin Bachmann DER 

8:00-9:00 Breakfast   

9:30-16:30 PROCRASTINATION-FREE DAY!                  (p. 39)  

 Laptop/Tablet Users 

Pen & Paper Users 

Andrew Shephard 

Tarja Moles 

BUX 

AMB 

  Time to write. Refreshments, rest periods and a 
break for lunch are included. 

Sign up sheet in the Information Room. 

9:30-10:30 ONE HOUR SESSIONS 

Acting For Writers 

Dear Della 

Promoting Your Work 

Niche Publishing 

Writing for the Under 8s 

(p.34) 

Jonathan Higgs 

Della Galton 

Val Penny 

Geoff Parkes 

Pat Belford 

 

MCH 

BLY1 

BLY2 

TR 

DER 

10:30-11:00 BOOK ROOM OPEN BR 

10:40-11:10 Coffee  

11:15-12:15 ONE HOUR SESSIONS 

Erotica 

Mind Mapping 

Writer in Residence 

Reviewing the Situation 

Writing Fairy Tales 

(p.35) 

Fran Tracey 

Rosemary Kind 

Leonie Martin 

Julia Pattison 

Elizabeth Hopkinson 

 

MCH 

BLY1 

BLY2 

TR 

DER 

12:30-13:45 Lunch   
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COMMITTEE NOMINATIONS MUST BE IN BEFORE 2pm. (see p.46) 

 

AFTERNOON PROGRAMME 

14:15-16:30 PAGE TO STAGE  (p. 39) Jonathan Higgs MCH 

 Script Development Workshops & Rehearsals.  

15:15-15:45 Tea   

16:00 TEA DANCE                (p. 41) Katherine Bolton & 
Committee 

VIN 

 A return to gentler times with tea, good 
conversation and a little dancing. Dressing up is 
optional but the focus is on enjoyment. 

 

EVENING PROGRAMME 

17:30-00:00 Bar open   

17:45-18:15 BOOK ROOM OPEN  BR 

18:00-18:30 FRIENDS OF SWANWICK RECEPTION 

A sincere thank you to our generous donors. 

ML 

18:30-19:45 Dinner   

20:15 Guest Speaker - SIMON NELSON               (p.38) 

‘Television Drama: How It’s Made and How 

Writers Make It.’ 

MCH 

21:45-22:45 BUSKERS NIGHT       (p. 42) Mark Iveson MCH 

 Musical open mic - whether participating or 
watching, grab a drink, come along and enjoy! 

 

 GENERAL KNOWLEDGE 

QUIZ                             (p. 41) 

Joy Bounds & Jane 

Wiltshire 

ML 

 Another opportunity to flex your brain - and have a 
laugh! 

 

23:50 LAST ORDERS AT THE BAR  
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WEDNESDAY 
Venue 

MORNING PROGRAMME 

8:00 Morning Meditation by the Lake Katherine Bolton  

 Lift Up Your Hearts Ian Martin C 

 Lift Up Your Pens Jennifer Wilson DER 

8:00-9:00 Breakfast   

9:30-10:30 SPECIALIST COURSE (3 of 4)  (see Sunday p. 8)  

10:40-11:10 BOOK ROOM OPEN  BR 

10:40-11:10 Coffee   

11:15-12:15 SHORT COURSES (1 of 2) 

Writing as a Business Part 2 

Song Writing 

Wild Words 

Editing Essentials 

(pp.30-31) 

Kate McCormick 

Paul Dodgson 

Bridget Holding 

Hazel Prior 

 

MCH 

BLY1 

BLY2 

TR 

AFTERNOON PROGRAMME 

12:30-14:00 Bar Open   

12:20-12:50 BOOK ROOM OPEN  BR 

12:30-13:45 Lunch   

14:15-15:15 SHORT COURSES (2 of 2) As 11:15-12:15  

15:15-15:45 Tea   

15:15-16:00 WHITE BADGERS’ AFTERNOON TEA 

Mid-week feedback session for First Years. 

How has it been for you? What do you think we did 
well and what do you think we could improve? Tell 
us over tea, coffee and cake. 

ML 
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16:15-17:00 LAWN HAPPY BIRTHDAY SWANWICK!                (p. 42) 

You can’t have a birthday without cake! Join your 

committee on the main lawn for a celebration of 70 

scintillating years of The Writers’ Summer School 

and say ‘Cheese’ for the group photo. 

(Our thanks to the Hayes for the lovely cake.) 

17:15-18:00 UNWIND YOUR MIND Zana Lamont C 

EVENING PROGRAMME 

17:30-00:00 Bar open   

18:30-18:45 BOOK ROOM OPEN - LAST CHANCE TO BUY! BR 

18:00-19:45 Dinner   

20:15 Guest Speaker - SOPHIE SNELL                 (p.38) 

‘The Pear Drum and Other Strange Tales.’ 

MCH 

21:45-22:45 SWANWICK PAGE TO SWANWICK STAGE 
PERFORMANCES 

MCH 

 Co-ordinated by Jonathan Higgs 

See the result of Tuesday’s intensive workshop 
and vote for your favourites. Winners announced 
on Thursday evening. 

 

23:50 LAST ORDERS AT THE BAR  

Could you run a course at Swanwick 2019? 

If you have the right skills and experience to lead a course 

then send us your proposal. Guidelines and submission 

process available at: 

swanwickwritersschool.org.uk/pitch-a-course 

http://swanwickwritersschool.org.uk/pitch-a-course
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THURSDAY 
Venue 

MORNING PROGRAMME 

8:00 Meditation by the Lake Katherine Bolton  

 Lift Up Your Hearts Graham Rayner C 

 Lift Up Your Pens Sheila Selves DER 

8:00-9:00 Breakfast   

9:30-10:30 SPECIALIST COURSES (4 OF 4) (see Sunday p.8)  

10:30-11:00 Authors to collect books from the BOOK ROOM BR 

10:40-11:10 Coffee   

11:15-12:15 SHORT COURSES (1 of 2) 

Succeed on Purpose 

Scrivener 

Grammar 

World Building 

(pp.32-33) 

John Lamont 

Vikki Thompson & 
Kate McCormick 

Geoff Parkes 

Paul Beatty 

 

MCH 

BLY1 

BLY2 

TR 

AFTERNOON PROGRAMME 

12:30-14:00 Bar Open   

12:30-13:45 Lunch   

14:15-15:15 SHORT COURSES (2 of 2) As above  

15:15-15:45 Tea   

16:00-17:00 MCH ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING   (Agenda on p.46) 

Involve yourself in the running of the School. 

Welcome your new committee, hear how the School 

is doing and have your say by raising any issues that 

are important to you. 
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EVENING PROGRAMME 

17:30-00:00 Bar open  

18:00-18:30 DREGS PARTY                                            (p. 42) 

Bring your left-over refreshments to the traditional 
end-of-week party on the lawn! 

(If raining, the party will be in theTissington Room.) 

LAWN 

18:30-19:45  Celebration Dinner 

20:15 PRIZE DRAW, AWARDS & THE SWANWICK 

FAREWELL                                                  (p. 42) 

MCH 

 The long-awaited Raffle draw, The ‘Swannies’ and 

other awards,& the Chairman’s Competition - plus 

some musical entertainment to round off the week 

with your Chairman, Committee & Friends. 

 

22:00 LAST NIGHT DISCO       (p. 42) Katherine Bolton VIN 

 Last chance to boogie!  

23:50 LAST ORDERS AT THE BAR  

 

 

 

 

 

 

STAY CONNECTED! 

Connect with us throughout the year via our Closed Facebook Group, 

on Linked in or follow us on Twitter @swanwickwriters. 

If you’d like to receive our bi-monthly Newsletter, sign up here: 

http://eepurl.com/dwJEA1 

or subscribe to our General Mailing list here: 

http://eepurl.com/dwJEA1
http://www.facebook.com/SwanwickWriters
http://twitter.com/swanwickwriters
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FRIDAY  

8:00-9:00 Breakfast   

9:00 ON THE BUSES! 

Please be ready with your luggage outside the 
Main Reception by this time. If you are not travel-
ling on the coach, come and wave off your 
Swanwick friends! 

 

9:15 DEPARTURE FOR DERBY STATION 

Please be on time - many delegates have 
connections for onward travel. 

 

10:00 CHECK OUT 

Please leave your keys in the reception area of 
your accommodation or at the front desk in Main 

Reception. Thank you. 

 

SAFE JOURNEY HOME - SEE YOU NEXT 

YEAR! 

 

 

 

 

10th to 16th August 2019 

Priority bookings open on 1st January 2019  

General bookings 1st February 2019 

swanwickwritersschool.org.uk 
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THE WRITERS’ SUMMER SCHOOL 

The Hayes Conference Centre 

Hayes Lane, SWANWICK, Alfreton, Derbyshire, DE55 1AU 

01773 526 000 

 

By Road 

The Hayes is only 5 miles from the M1. 
From Junction 28 of the M1 take the 
A38 dual carriageway towards Derby. 
Leave the A38 at the exit marked A615 
Matlock/A61 Chesterfield and at the 
roundabout take the B6179 towards 
Swanwick and Ripley. After 0.8 miles 
turn left (B6016) at the cross roads by 
the church, 500 meters on turn right at 
the sign 'Conference Centre' into Hayes 
Lane. 

 

By Rail 

Alfreton Station is 3 miles away on the 
Sheffield-Nottingham/Liverpool to Nor-
wich lines. Taxis are available there. To 
take advantage of our COACH PICK UP SERVICE from Derby Station, you 

must pre-book & pay. The coach de-
parts at 15:45 on Saturday and at 09:15 
on Friday morning. 

 

By Bus 

From DERBY take a 9.1 or 9.2 or 9.3 to 
MANSFIELD and ask to get off at THE 
GATE INN, Swanwick. The conference 
centre is a five minute walk from there. 

 

By Air  

East Midlands: 0871 919 9000 

Birmingham:    0121 767 5511 

Manchester:    0161 489 3000 
 

HAVE A SAFE JOURNEY! 

HOW TO FIND US 
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SITE PLAN AND KEY TO VENUES 
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Accommodation is in the following areas: 

MAIN HOUSE & QUADRANGLE  (stairs only) 

Ground Floor 1-18  1st Floor 19-54  2nd Floor 55-67 

LAKESIDE  (lifts and stairs) 

Ground Floor   101-130   1st Floor 201-254 

2nd Floor    301-356   3rd floor 401-425 

LAKESIDE PLUS  (formerly Alan Booth Centre, lifts and stairs) 

Ground Floor   255-269   2nd Floor 357-375 

ROOM FACILITIES 

Includes soap & towels, hot beverage making facilities and a hairdryer. 

There’s a full daily maid service and if you require extra bedding or run 

out of anything, please see a member of the Housekeeping staff. 

FREE WI-FI 

Available throughout the conference centre and bedroom areas. Sign in 

using your email address to access. 

CASH MACHINES 

There are none at the Hayes - the nearest is at the Co-op at the top of 

Hayes Lane or at the ESSO garage on the way into Swanwick. The bar 

takes credit/debit card payments over £5 and the School now offers a 

cheque/BACS ‘cash-back’ facility through the Treasurer. 

MAIL 

Incoming mail can be collected from Main Reception and posted out 

using the slot in the desk marked ‘Outgoing Mail’ (not to be confused with 

the one marked‘ Keys’!) 

THE HAYES GIFT SHOP 

Open during break times but can be opened any time by asking at 

Reception. 

INFORMATION FOR YOUR STAY 
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NO SMOKING POLICY (including electronic cigarettes) 

Smoking is permitted outside (but not in any of the buildings) and we ask 

that you are considerate of others, avoid the entrances and dispose of 

cigarette ends in the bins provided. Should it rain, there is a covered 

smoking area round the back of the main building by the maintenance 

section. 

VALUABLES 

Valuables are left in your room at your own risk. Neither the Hayes nor 

the School will accept responsibility for any losses. 

CHATSWORTH & HADDON DINING ROOMS 

For all meals, both dining rooms will be used. The Hayes are informed of 

all SPECIAL DIETS in advance of the School and provide a variety of 

Vegetarian, Gluten and Dairy-Free as standard. Particular dietary 

requirements may be discussed prior to your visit - please contact Ingrid 

on secretary@swanwickwritersschool.org.uk. 

On SATURDAY, there will be tables reserved for WHITE BADGERS 

(First Years) hosted by AMBASSADORS eager to answer all your ques-

tions. With the exception of the CHAIRMAN’S TABLE (often reserved for 

speakers and guests) you may sit where you wish for the rest of the 

week. 

THE BAR 

The Hayes allows delegates to bring their own alcohol, for which the 

School pays corkage. However, prices are reasonable and we 

encourage you to purchase at least some of your drinks at the bar. 

DRESS CODE 

There is no formal dress code at Swanwick so please wear whatever you 

feel comfortable in. 

RAFFLE TICKETS 

On sale in the INFORMATION ROOM during Book Room times, in the 

bar each evening or at the Conference Office. Prizes include A FREE 

PLACE FOR 2019, £100 & £50 GIFT VOUCHERS for 2019. 
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NOTES & HANDOUTS 

Notes & handouts from all courses & workshops are available for 

download the week after the School has ended. The password will be 

announced at Swanwick. www.swanwickwritersschool.org.uk/downloads. 

INFORMATION ROOM 

The Communication Hub of Swanwick, the Information Room is located 

between the Conference Office and the Book Room. Here you will find all 

that’s on offer at the School, including sign-up sheets, suggested outings 

for Tuesday, Committee Nominations, free magazines and leaflets. Keep 

up to date during the week by visiting this room regularly. 

PHOTOGRAPHS 

Photos and videos will be taken during the week for publicity purposes. 

Details, including how to opt out, will be found in the Information Room. 

THE HAYES MAIN RECEPTION/ADMINISTRATION OFFICE 

Any issues regarding facilities, i.e. your room, food, etc., should be re-

ported to the staff at Main Reception or call the Hayes Administration 

Office directly on: 01773 526 000 - option 3. 

SUMMER SCHOOL CONFERENCE OFFICE 

Located just off the Main Lounge. Opening times are on the door. If you 

have a problem or need to speak to a Committee member on any issue 

regarding the School outside of those times, please call: 07434 302 715. 

CONDUCT 

The School expects all delegates, visitors and tutors, to treat each other, 

and staff of The Hayes, with respect, courtesy and consideration. 

The School is committed to a culture which promotes equality, values 

diversity and maintains a learning and social environment in which the 

rights and dignity of all are respected. 

Full details of our Harassment Policy are on display in the Information 

Room or at www.swanwickwritersschool.org.uk/harassment-policy. 

A Listening Ear - see page 7. 
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Insert timetable across both pages

PDF TIMETABLE 2018
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Insert timetable across both pages 

PDF TIMETABLE 2018 
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SPECIALIST COURSE DETAILS & TUTORS 

Our selection of specialist courses form the backbone of the Swanwick 

programme, running throughout the week. These in-depth courses 

provide the opportunity for you to learn more about your chosen subject 

and develop your skills over the four sessions. 

MAKING CRIME PAY Kate Bendelow & Graham Bartlett 

Kate and Graham take you behind the scenes to show how crimes are 

really investigated.                            (1 & 2 with Kate, 3 & 4 with Graham) 

Session One - Scene to Slab:  Prepare your plot, avoid poor scene 

preservation and examine evidence types and the techniques use to 

recover them. 

Session Two - Stages of Death:  Preparing the body for the post 

mortem; the role of the pathologist; what happens at a post mortem; and 

establishing time of death. 

Sessions 3 & 4 - Senior Investigating Officer:  Become an SIO and 

make the essential decisions upon which the entire investigation 

depends. Learn what’s possible - and impossible - when writing crime 

and police procedure. 

THE A-Z OF NOVEL WRITING Simon Hall 

From Adventure to Zeitgeist, here’s everything you need to know to write 

a novel. 

Over the four sessions, learn how to begin with a strong opening - make 

it unputdownable; to create fascinating, believable characters; to 

introduce twists and turns for that all-important drum-roll, trumpet fanfare 

of an ending; to understand the tricks of creating vivid settings, using all 

the senses and the power and appeal of the writer’s unique voice; and 

finally, to ensure that you ‘show not tell’ for maximum impact with your 

words. 
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SCRIBE A SHORT STORY Della Galton 

In this interactive, workshop-based course the aim is to produce a 

publishable short story over the four sessions. Be prepared to work hard 

as there may be homework in between, but there will be an opportunity 

to write and get feedback on your work within the sessions. 

Session One:  Choose an idea and write your opening paragraph. 

Session Two:  Create a believable believable Main Character and 

develop your plot. 

Session Three:  Craft your ending and choose a winning title. 

Session Four:  Edit your story and get ready to submit. 

WRITE YOUR LIFE Paul Dodgson 

Investigate the nature of memory; establish style and tone; create a 

sense of time and place; and write believable dialogue. Test your 

storytelling skills and the odd relationship between truth and fiction. Find  

the ingredients that make individual stories compelling for us all. 

Over Four Sessions: 

 Learn techniques to recover memory of past events 

 Take part in exercises to inspire creativity 

 Look at examples of dynamic writing in published memoirs 

 Write short pieces that are shared among the group in a mutually 

supportive environment 

 Explore the ethics of writing down personal stories 

 Discover how life writing can augment and inspire a creative writing 

portfolio. 

ELEMENTS OF POETRY Alison Chisholm 

Create, enhance and energize your poetry, using the four elements of 

earth, air, water and fire for inspiration. Poems will be written throughout 

the week, and you will leave with a wealth of tips and ideas for future 

writing. 
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Session One - Earth:  Look at the roots of the poem and how they 

interact to form a strong foundation from which the poem springs, then 

develop an idea using mind mapping techniques. 

Session Two - Air:  Consider how to let the poem breathe, to enrich and 

extend the ideas that fuelled it and enliven the content. Use scent 

imagery to write a poem. 

Session Three - Water:  Concentrate on the fluency and lifeblood of the 

poem, what makes it compelling. Produce an original sea poem. 

Session Four - Fire:  Explore the passion in poetry, its intensity and 

flamboyance. Write taut, emotionally charged poems. 

SHORT COURSE DETAILS 

Short courses run on Sunday, Monday, Wednesday and Thursday.  Each 

course comprises two hour-long sessions. 

SUNDAY 

SWANWICK ON SCREEN Fiona Samuel 

An opportunity to capture the Swanwick week using your phone. 

Session One: The use of phones and tablets as cameras, how to 

storyboard, shoot chronologically, basic camera angles and framing  

films of around 90 seconds to 2 minutes. 

Session Two: Allocation of a mini project, creation of a story board and 

execution of a practice exercise, then throughout the week create a filmic 

record of Swanwick at Seventy, for the website. 

SECRETS OF THE SITCOM Daniel Page 

A course suitable for lovers of comedy who want to learn the secrets to 

writing a successful sitcom. 

Using discussion, exercises and examples, work in small groups to 

explore and discover the key elements of premise, characters, plotting 

and humour used in some of the most successful sitcoms ever made. 
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THE MUSIC OF POETRY Andy Croft 

Explore the conscious use of musical pattern in poetry – rhythm, rhyme, 

breath, echo, assonance and alliteration. Understand more about 

 The difference between a trochee and a spondee 

 How the silent page can convey the melody of a poem 

 What’s so special about iambic pentameter 

 The relationship between poetry and song 

 Why feminine rhymes are funny 

 The connection between shared anticipation and collective memory 

WRITING FOR COMPETITIONS Ingrid Jendrzejewski 

This course is designed to help you move from the competition slush pile 

into the shortlist – and beyond – no matter what your starting point. 

The course will cover the dos and don’ts of contest submissions, 

strategies for both themed and non-themed contests, tips on how to find 

the right competitions for your work, and practical advice that will help 

you plan, draft, edit and polish your contest entries. There will even be a 

mini-competition for you to enter, should you wish. 

MONDAY 

WRITING AS A BUSINESS Part 1 Kate McCormick 

Planning to become a freelance writer? With worked examples and 

participative exercises, this course offers a toolbox of business skills to 

help make your business run as simply and easily as possible. 

Session One: Business Start-Up - Business planning; objectives; 

finances; finding customers; doing the work; getting paid; working for 

nothing; business structures; tax matters; informal networks; professional 

networks. 

Session Two: Finance Matters - Keeping financial systems appropriate; 

income records; expenditure records; an introduction to accounting 

statements; profit and loss statements; cash flow planning; and risk 

management. 
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WRITING FOR CHILDREN Benjamin Scott 

How do you write a story that children will love and that will get 

published? On a whistle stop tour of the children’s market, we’ll be 

looking at what publishers look for and what appeals to children. 

Our story train will take us on a journey from lyrical picture books to gritty 

young adult novels, and along the way we’ll be stopping off to visit early 

readers (5+), series fiction (7+) and middle grade (9+) novels. 

Occasionally, we’ll stop for some writing exercises. 

PUBLISHING Rosemary Kind 

Covering books, audio, paper & hardbacks, this course will help you find 

your audience and earn money from your work. 

Session One will look at finding an established publisher, how to 

approach the search and the pitfalls to avoid. 

Session Two will cover self-publishing and consider the steps you need 

to take in order for this to be a profitable route. 

CREATING BELIEVABLE CHARACTERS Veronica Bright 

What makes people tick? The Enneagram is a study of nine basic 

personality types which helps to explain why we behave the way we do, 

and describes ways in which different personalities function. 

In this course you will consider the basic personality types, each given a 

number and a name. There will be light-hearted questionnaires, and a 

short exercise focussing on one particular character of your choice. 

WEDNESDAY 

WRITING AS A BUSINESS Part 2 Kate McCormick 

Session One: Indie Publishing as a Business - Options for ebooks, 

(exclusivity versus ‘going wide’); options for physical books, (Print On 

Demand versus short run presses); audio books; ISBNs; VAT 

implications for direct digital sales. 

Session Two: Improving Effectiveness - Project planning & 

management; time management, problem solving and a variety of tools 

and techniques for improving productivity. 
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SONG WRITING Paul Dodgson 

Delve deep into the mysteries of the song writing process. There will be 

examples of songs both live and recorded and participants will get up 

close and personal to lyrics, melody and structure and observe how they 

all relate to each other. Learn from the practice of established 

songwriters and discover techniques to inspire song writing that beats 

hanging around waiting for inspiration to strike. And maybe, just maybe, 

you will have written a new song before the end of the course. 

You don’t need to be a singer or play an instrument - if you do, bring 

them along - just arrive with an open mind and be prepared to try 

something new. 

TRACKING DOWN YOUR WILD WORDS Bridget Holding 

A step-by-step guide to surviving and thriving as a writer. Cultivate the 

key skills necessary to unleash passionate, powerful words. Then, learn 

how to harness them on the page without losing your sanity. 

There’s a certain freedom from restraint, experienced by Swanwickers as 

they leave their normal lives for a week - that’s what it means to write 

wild. 

EDITING ESSENTIALS Hazel Prior 

Love it or loathe it, editing is a must for all writers. Essential editing skills 

transform even the dullest writing - and may make the difference 

between acceptance and rejection. This two part course explores ways 

to tighten plot, to make the language sing and to draw the reader in. 

From first to final stages of editing, tackle the tricky question of what to 

add and what to subtract, dissect some passages and experiment with 

effective word choice. Bring your thinking cap… and your red pen! 

FREE DOWNLOADS 

To access some of this year’s course notes and handouts, visit 

https://www.swanwickwritersschool.org.uk/course-notes 

PASSWORD …………………………………………………… 

Password will be revealed at Swanwick 
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THURSDAY 

SUCCEED ON PURPOSE John Lamont 

Intelligence, education, experience, culture and an opposable thumb 

have all got something to do with humans being smart, but the biggest 

influence on our success is always our mind – and how we use it. 

Take a light-hearted look at how the mind works (or doesn’t) and how we 

can better use it to succeed in our purpose in life – and even be happier 

on the way. Explore a variety of simple tools to change the way we 

approach any aspect of life or writing and give ourselves the very best 

chance of success. With fun along the way, you’ll leave with a set of 

effective techniques to help you succeed – on purpose. 

THE THEORY & PRACTICE OF 

SCRIVENER 
Kate McCormick & Vikki 

Thompson 

A popular tool for writers who are experienced in its use, Scrivener can 

be daunting to new users. The course is aimed at both beginners and 

more experienced users and will cover the main elements of the 

software’s use and an explanation of terms and functionality. 

The second session will be a practical demonstration where delegates 

can work through the exercise on their own laptops, if available, but this 

is not a requirement as notes can be taken from the demonstration. Both 

Windows and Mac use will be covered. 

GRAMMAR Geoff Parkes 

Session One: Common mistakes involving subject and object, e.g. ‘you 

and I’/‘you and me’; misrelated participles; singulars and plurals; defining 

and non-defining clauses; misuse of adjectives and adverbs; tautology; 

problems of number and discord. 

Session Two: Punctuation problems: use of commas; colons and semi-

colons; uses of the apostrophe; difference between hyphens, n-dashes, 

and m-dashes; use of inverted commas; when to capitalise words; when 

to leave gaps or lines; when to indent and how much. 
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WORLD BUILDING Paul Beatty 

World-building is usually limited to fantasy or science fiction, where the 

necessity to build a fictional world is obvious. Less obvious is the need to 

build a world in historical, crime and even contemporary fiction. All 

stories need an ecology in which to live. 

There will be plenty of exercises to try out new skills in the area. If you 

want to be a swat read China Mieville's The City and the City to see how 

a world-class fantasy writer uses his world-building skills to frame a 

crime thriller he wrote for his mother! 

ONE HOUR SESSIONS 

Shorter sessions ranging from readings to workshops on a variety of 

subjects. 

SUNDAY 

PAGE TO STAGE BRIEFING Jonathan Higgs 

Preliminary briefing for the Tuesday workshop and an opportunity to put 

your name down to act, direct or help out. (see p.39) 

SWANWICK STANDARD Simon Hall 

Calling all you budding journalists! Come along to receive your 

assignments for the 70th Anniversary Edition of the Swanwick Standard. 

Submissions to editor, Andrew Shephard by 18:00 on Wednesday. 

swanwickstandard@gmail.com 

PRIZE WINNING READINGS Ingrid Jendrzejewski 

Join Ingrid to hear the winning competition entries read out by the writers 

themselves. 

mailto:swanwickstandard@gmail.com
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TUESDAY 

ACTING FOR WRITERS Jonathan Higgs 

Stealing one or two techniques from the actors’ store cupboard with a 

view to trying them out as character-creation tools for writers. 

Most relevant to new(ish) fiction writers and playwrights – but potentially 

of interest to anyone who has recklessly taken a role in a Page to Stage 

play and is looking for anything acting-related to stem the growing tide of 

panic. Prior acting experience is definitely not necessary. 

DEAR DELLA Della Galton 

Join Della for the inside story of an agony aunt. 

What is the most common question she is asked? 

What's the strangest thing she has ever been asked? 

Does she ever make up questions or are they all from bone fide readers? 

PROMOTING YOUR WORK Val Penny 

At a time when making a living from writing is becoming ever more 

challenging, anyone interested in promoting their work will benefit from 

the ideas provided here. We will examine the Where? How? and When? 

about promoting and selling your work. 

NICHE PUBLISHING Geoff Parkes 

Producing books for a limited market, e.g. books on gardening, crochet, 

etc. means your rewards could be greater than you imagine. Examine 

the What/Why/How?, the difference between niche and micro-niche, and 

choosing a niche which might be good for you. 

WRITING FOR THE UNDER 8s Pat Belford 

Find ideas for creating stories for young children to capture their 

imagination and nurture their love of reading, whether in a real life or 

fantasy setting. Also, practical advice on sentence construction and the 

use of vocabulary for this age group. If you write a story after this 

workshop, feedback will be given over the next couple of days. 
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MIND MAPPING Rosemary Kind 

Have you ever been short of an idea or faced with a competition prompt 

and have no idea what to do with it? Now is the time to make writer’s 

block a thing of the past. Use mind mapping to develop a story from any 

prompt and leave with the components you need to develop a complete 

story using the technique. 

WRITER IN RESIDENCE Leonie Martin 

Cover the basics of running a writing residency, including finding a host 

organisation; planning and delivering a themed residency; celebrating the 

work produced and evaluating the outcomes. A useful starting point for 

anyone interested in earning income from writing and making a positive 

difference in their community. 

EROTICA Fran Tracey 

Delve into the creatively sensuous side of your nature and look at what 

erotica is – and isn’t. Taboos, misconceptions, clichés, euphemisms, plot 

and character. Write a short piece using a prompt, or your imagination, 

with an opportunity for group feedback, and take a brief look at the 

numerous potential markets and resources for writers of erotic fiction. 

REVIEWING THE SITUATION Julia Pattison 

A freelance Arts Reviewer for over twenty years, Julia shares her 

experiences. Find out the answers to the following questions: What do 

you look for when reviewing? Should you take notes during a 

performance? Where can you send your review? 

NEW FAIRY TALES Elizabeth Hopkinson 

Fairy tales have been with us for thousands of years, yet people are 

always retelling them and writing new ones. Come and find out what's 

new in the world of fairy tales. What people are writing, where people are 

reading it, what's hot right now, and how you can get involved in the 

worldwide fairy tale community. 
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ONE TO ONE SPECIALIST SESSIONS 

Sessions must be booked in advance through the Treasurer. Submission 

guidelines and contact will be arranged by the 1:1 Liaison, Rachel 

Contini. Sessions last for 20 minutes*, time and place arranged with the 

tutor or Liaison in advance. 

This year’s Specialists are: 

 Graham Bartlett - Crime Writing 

 Paul Beatty - World Building 

 Kate Bendelow - CSI: Forensic Advice for Crime Writers 

 Alison Chisholm - Poetry 

 Malcolm Chisholm - Self-Publishing 

 Paul Dodgson - Radio & Theatre Plays and Prose Life Writing 

 Della Galton - Short Stories 

 Simon Hall - Crime & Thriller Novels 

 Bridget Holding - All Genres 

 Ingrid Jendrzejewski - Competition Entries & Flash Fiction 

 John Lamont - Succeed on Purpose* 

 Sue Moorcroft - Popular Fiction 

 Daniel Page - Comedy 

 Benjamin Scott - Children & Young Adult 

Details and availability of all 1:1 topics are on the website (see front 

cover). Deadline for submissions is 22nd July. 

*Due to the different nature of John’s topic, his sessions are approx. 1 

hour and require no prior submissions. 

We are very grateful to our 1:1 tutors for giving their time in this way to 

benefit our delegates and bring much needed funds to the School. 
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INTRODUCING OUR GUEST SPEAKERS 

Please be seated before the guest speaker arrives - latecomers may not 

be allowed into the hall. The Vice-Chairman will make any 

announcements at the start and there may be questions during the last 

10-15 mins. Please turn your phone off or to silent and remain seated 

until the speaker has left the hall. 

SATURDAY 

THE RIGHT ROAD - with a few wrong turns Sue Moorcroft 

Sunday Times and international bestselling author, Sue has reached the 

coveted #1 spot on Amazon Kindle, and won the Readers’ Best 

Romantic Novel award and the Katie Fforde Bursary. Other nominations 

include a RoNA. First published in 1996 with fiction for magazines, Sue 

pursued every paying opportunity – writing, teaching creative writing, 

giving talks, judging competitions and appraising manuscripts. Sue 

shares experiences that might help you steer your own writing career. 

http://www.suemoorcroft.com & Twitter: @suemoorcroft 

SUNDAY 

THE HARRY VIRDEE NOVELS Amit Dhand 

Raised in Bradford, Amit spent his youth observing the city from behind 

the counter of a small convenience store. After qualifying as a 

pharmacist, he worked in London and travelled extensively before 

returning to Bradford to start his own business and begin writing. 

The history, diversity and darkness of the city inspired his Harry Virdee 

novels. In 2016 his debut novel was released to critical acclaim, was 

selected for World Book night 2017 and chosen for Read Regional 2017. 

In February 2017, Streets of Darkness smashed into the UK best seller 

lists. Currently working with a UK broadcaster to develop a TV adaptation 

of the books, he still works full time as a pharmacist and writes late at 

night into the early hours. 

https://www.aadhand.com/ 
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MONDAY 

IN CONVERSATION WITH... Simon Hall 

From writing about crime and forensics, to writing about love and ro-

mance, to writing about writing itself, like a pantomime villain rising from 

the grave, the Swanwick chat show is back! 

Real-life Crime Scene Investigator and author, Kate Bendelow; Queen of 

the land of short stories Della Galton; and editor of Writing Magazine, 

Jonathan Telfer, join journalist and novelist Simon Hall for anecdotes, 

insights, and (almost) endless amusement. 

TUESDAY 

TELEVISION DRAMA - HOW IT’S MADE AND 

HOW WRITERS MAKE IT 

Simon Nelson 

Simon Nelson, Development Producer with BBC Writersroom for three 

years, leads the development of new writers and writing for BBC Drama, 

Comedy and Children’s Drama, covering Television, Radio and Online 

content. He works on the Writersroom, Dramaroom and Comedyroom 

projects as well as taking the lead on Directorsroom and the annual BBC 

Television Writers Festival. 

WEDNESDAY 

THE PEAR DRUM AND OTHER STRANGE 

TALES 

Sophie Snell 

Sophie Snell, professional storyteller and writer, performs traditional tales 

for all ages in venues across the UK. In 2017 she won both the Bath 

Novel Award and the Friday Night Live award at the York Festival of Writ-

ing. Her debut novel, The Pear Drum, is a gothic psychological thriller 

inspired by a dark nursery tale. Known for her engaging and lively story-

telling, Sophie will share a couple of tales, maybe sing a folk song or two, 

or perhaps let us hear an excerpt from her book and tell us about her 

journey from oral storytelling to writing. 

http:www.sophiesnell.co.uk & Twitter: @sophiesnell9 
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OTHER PROGRAMME FEATURES 

Page to Stage and the Procrastination Free Day are decidedly different 

from other features of the programme and so it seems fitting to list them 

separately. Subsequent additional features are listed by day. 

PAGE TO STAGE Jonathan Higgs 

MCH, Sun/Tue/Wed 

The most ‘Marathon’ of features in the Swanwick programme is Page to 

Stage, with script selection pre-Swanwick, a briefing/casting on Sunday, 

16:00, script development & rehearsal on Tuesday, 14:15-16:30, and the 

performances on Wednesday evening at 21:45. All are welcome - bud-

ding actors and wannabe directors alike! Or, if you prefer staying in the 

background, scene shifters and other helpers are also required. If you 

wish to take part, attend the Sunday briefing and put your name down. 

Watch them all and vote for your favourite plays and performers 

(programme/nomination forms will be available on Wednesday evening) 

and enjoy the ‘Swannies’ Award Ceremony on Thursday evening. 

PROCRASTINATION FREE DAY 
Andrew Shephard, Hi-Tech 

Tarja Moles, Traditional  

Tuesday, 9:30-16:00 

An ideal opportunity to start something new or concentrate on an existing 

piece of work in a supportive and distraction-free environment. There’s Hi

-Tech in the *Buxton Lounge where you can work on a laptop or tablet 

and Traditional in the *Amber Lounge where you can work with pen and 

paper. Space for either is limited so please sign up as soon as possible - 

sign-up sheets in the Information Room. 

Refreshments are provided and there will be a break for lunch. Mobiles 

off or on silent, please. 

*The Buxton & Amber lounges are located above Lakeside Reception. 

See layout in the Information Room. 
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SATURDAY 

ICEBREAKER Julia Pattison 

In every sense, 1918 was the climactic year of the Great War on the 

Western Front. To mark the centenary of the end of WW1, the Icebreaker 

- through a variety of dramatic devices - will use an extract from Michael 

Morpurgo’s poignant, award-winning novel, Private Peaceful. Previous 

drama experience not required. 

WHAT ARE YOU WRITING NOW? Kate McCormick 

Novel or short story, history or autobiography, come and share what you 

are working on with friends and fellow writers. 

SUNDAY 

LITERARY QUIZ  Joy Bounds & Jane Wiltshire 

Questions: Suzanne High & Shirley Waite 

Spoiler alert - this is not a high-brow quiz! Enid Blyton or Emily Bronte, 

Contemporary or Classic, Humour or Horror, the emphasis is on having 

an enjoyable time. 

Teams of 4-6 (can be arranged upon arrival). Modest prizes for the win-

ning team(s). 

A NOTE ABOUT OUR OPEN MICS - POETRY, PROSE & BUSKERS 

Due to the popularity of our Open Mic features, would-be participants are 

asked to sign up for a slot. Please visit the Information Room as soon 

as you can and pop your details in the appropriate box by 12:00 

noon on Sunday. Names will be drawn at random and posted in the In-

formation Room. 

POETRY OPEN MIC Les Baynton 

A fantastic opportunity to share your verse - whether blank or rhyming - 

and have a go at performance poetry. If you’re not a poet, grab a drink 

from the bar, come along and be entertained! 
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MONDAY 

SWANWICK AT SEVENTY Roy Devereux 

Enjoy a light-hearted and lavishly illustrated talk as Roy Devereux and 

friends draw on a sackful of memories, pictures and sounds to recall the 

highlights of 70 years of the Writers’ Summer School. 

PROSE OPEN MIC Jennifer Wilson 

An opportunity for the prose writers amongst us to share a short story or 

extract (300 words/5 mins max.). Take part or come along and enjoy  

listening to the written word. 

1940s FANCY DRESS DISCO  Katherine Bolton 

If you love dressing up, don the costume of your choice, come along and 

dance the night away - or wear what you like and come and dance any-

way! Kate and Leoni from Jolly Jesters, the costume shop in the village, 

have given us a special discount: if you book and pre-pay your costume, 

(quote WRITING for the discount), they will deliver it to the Hayes on 

Monday at coffee break, and collect on Wednesday morning at the same 

time. Contact Jolly Jesters on 01773 609 616 or check out the costumes 

on their website: www.jollyjesters.co.uk. 

TUESDAY 

TEA DANCE Katherine Bolton & The Committee 

A return to gentler times with tea, good conversation and a little dancing. 
Dressing up is optional but the focus is on enjoyment. If you have hired a 
costume from Jolly Jesters you can wear it to the Tea Dance as well - or 
maybe wear something else? It’s entirely up to you. 

GENERAL KNOWLEDGE QUIZ Joy Bounds & Jane Wiltshire 

Questions: Suzanne High & Shirley Waite 

 No dimmed lights, black armchairs or starters for ten - just an entertain-

ing and wide-ranging set of questions. Have fun and test your general 

knowledge at the same time. Teams of 4-6 and modest prizes.. 
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BUSKERS  Mark Iveson 

Swanwickers are by definition a talented lot and we have many musical 

members. If you are the first up at Karaoke or if you’re a bit shy and want 

a challenge, then Buskers is for you. Please ask if you need musical 

accompaniment as there are talented musicians eager to help out. 

Everyone welcome - sing-a-longs are guaranteed! 

WEDNESDAY 

HAPPY BIRTHDAY SWANWICK! Chairman & Committee 

We couldn’t let this milestone year go by without a proper celebration of 

the School’s longevity. Join your committee on the main lawn for a 

celebration of 70 scintillating years of The Writers’ Summer School and 

say ‘Cheese’ for the group photo. (See p. 23 PHOTOGRAPHY) 

We are grateful to the Hayes for providing the birthday cake and for 

continuing to assist and support the School. 

THURSDAY 

DREGS PARTY Everyone! 

Bring your left-over refreshments to the traditional end-of-week party on 

the lawn! Drinks and nibbles, photos and chat - all ingredients for a good 

time! 

If raining, the party will be in the Tissington Room. 

PRIZE DRAW & AWARDS/SWANWICK 

FAREWELL 

Chairman & Committee 

Raffle draw, The Swannies, Chairman’s Competition, etc., etc. - the week 

started with prizes and will end the same way. There will be some music 

to round off the week and a last opportunity to gather in the Main 

Conference Hall with all of your Swanwick friends. 

LAST NIGHT DISCO Katherine Bolton 

Last chance to boogie. No fancy dress this time, just be yourself and 

have a good time! 
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MIND, BODY & SOUL 

The Swanwick week can be exhausting and it may become necessary to 

relax or get motivated for what you want to do. These sessions may be 

useful for you whether you are a veteran Swanwicker or a newbie. Run 

by delegates for delegates, these sessions compliment the main learning 

programme. For other options, see notices in the Information Room. 

MORNING MEDITATION BY THE 

LAKE 

Katherine Bolton 

Each morning, Sunday-Thursday, enjoy tranquil meditation in the fresh 

air and beautiful surroundings of the Lake. A chance to settle the mind 

and body with some measured breathing and stillness. A lovely way to 

start the day. Sessions in the Tissington Room if raining. 

LIFT UP YOUR HEARTS Co-ordinator: Maria Dorman 

Monday-Thursday, share 15 minutes of relaxed, non-denominational re-

flection. Each day is different and can be anything from traditional hymns 

and readings to the sharing of a personal experience. All are welcome. 

On Sunday, there is a 30 minute service at 12:20. 

Please see notices in the Information Room for additional Services. 

LIFT UP YOUR PENS Co-ordinator: Richard Hewitt 

If you enjoy - or even relish - early morning writing then come along to 

these inspirational sessions and get the creative juices flowing! Sessions 

run Sunday-Thursday. 

UNWIND YOUR MIND Zana Lamont 

Head buzzing after all the courses and workshops? Come to the beauti-

fully tranquil setting of the chapel, listen to some calming music, perhaps 

do some gentle movement or stretching, and replenish mind, body and 

soul. Maybe just do nothing! Let your body and mind come to rest and 

become still. Visit that place of deep peace and tranquillity where the 

seeds of creativity lie. Leave relaxed, refreshed, and energised for the 

evening - and maybe even inspired. How would that be? 
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YOUR COMMITTEE FOR 2017-2018 

PHIL COLLINS Chairman 

Phil first came to Swanwick in 2006. He’s been a regular contributor to 

Page to Stage and the final night’s entertainment over the past four 

years. He joined the committee in 2015 and is privileged to lead 

Swanwick into its seventieth year. 

KATHERINE BOLTON Vice-Chairman 

Katherine has been coming to Swanwick for 10 years and has previously 

served on the Committee. Many might know Katherine from her regular 

Morning Meditations by the Lake, and is currently working on a Medita-

tion How To book, as well as the story of her life in France as an ex-pat. 

INGRID JENDRZEJEWSKI Secretary 

Ingrid won her first trip to Swanwick through Writing Magazine's short 

story competition. In 2017, she gave her first Swanwick workshop on 

writing for competitions and this year runs a two-part course. It’s Ingrid’s 

first year on the committee in the challenging role of School Secretary. 

LESLEY DESCHNER Treasurer 

Lesley has attended Swanwick since 2007 and was Secretary for the 

2013 & 2014 schools. A member of LiterEight, she has written several 

short plays and acted with two local theatre companies. She’s also a 

qualified counsellor. 

COMMITTEE MEMBERS 

LORAINE BARNES (Lol) 

Lol has been coming to Swanwick for eight years. She fits writing in be-

tween the demands of her large family and renovating her house. For the 

last six years she has been writing the community news for her local 

newspaper, covering the villages around Stone, where she lives. 

RACHEL CONTINI 

This is Rachel's 10th year at Swanwick. Newsletter editor since 2016, 

she has been a course leader and served on previous committees. Her 

passion is competitive ice dance, which she admits is something of an 

obsession! She's very excited to be a part of the 70th year celebrations. 
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JONATHAN HIGGS 

Jonathan first visited Swanwick in 2013 and joined the committee in 

2016. This is Jonathan’s second year co-ordinating TopWrite and his first 

year in charge of Page to Stage. A keen actor, he’s also running a one 

hour session on acting for writers. 

ANDREW SHEPHARD 

Andrew delivered a short workshop at Swanwick in 2013 and has been 

returning ever since. He joined the Tweet Team and began looking after 

the Summer School website in 2015, giving him a front row seat as the 

programme is pieced together by the Committee. 

COMMITTEE ASSISTANTS 

 

JOHN & ZANA LAMONT Host & Hostess 

John and Zana Lamont have been coming to Swanwick as happy 

attendees for a long time. Over the years John has been a committee 

member, workshop leader, course leader and main speaker. Zana has 

led workshops, courses and many relaxation sessions, helping 

Swanwickers recharge their batteries. 

KATE McCORMICK Book Room Organiser 

Kate took over running the Book Room in 2016. A prolific writer and avid 

blogger, Kate organises the helpers and oversees the setting up of the 

Book Room as well as the day-to-day business of ensuring the efficient 

running of this facility. 

GET INVOLVED 

Do you have what it takes to help organise next year’s school? If 

you love Swanwick, then as a committee member you can help 

play a part in its future. To stand for election, see the full details in 

the information room or talk to a committee member. 
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The 70th Writers’ Summer School 

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 

to be held at the Hayes Conference Centre, 

Swanwick, Derbyshire 

THURSDAY 16
h
 AUGUST 2018 AT 16.00 

Agenda 

 

1. Chairman’s introduction 

2. Minutes of the 2017 Annual General Meeting 

3. Matters arising (not arising elsewhere) 

4. Election of Officers and Committee 

5. Secretary’s report 

6. Adoption of Secretary’s report 

7. Treasurer’s report 

8. Adoption of Treasurer’s report 

9. The 71st Writers’ Summer School 

10. Any other business 
 
 

Any delegate may stand for committee if they have attended the Writers’ 

Summer School on at least three occasions within the preceding 

seven years (including the School at which they have been nominated 

and the immediately preceding School), Nominations must: 

(a) be signed by the Nominee  

(b) include the signatures of a Proposer and Seconder 

(c) be submitted using the ballot box in the Information Room before 14:00  

on Tuesday 14th August. 

In addition, Committee Members act as Trustees of the School and are re-

quired to meet the eligibility criteria set out by the Charity Commission. 

The 2017 A.G.M. Minutes, a copy of the School’s Constitution, the balance 

sheet for the year ending 30th September 2017 and the details of the Charity 

Commission’s eligibility criteria will be posted in the Information Room. 
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